Statement of Interest for RSSAC Caucus

Name: Shinta Sato

Affiliation and current position (or an About Me section)
Japan Registry Services Co., Ltd.
Group Leader, Systems Department

Relevant qualifications
• DNS operator for more than 15 years.
• .jp ccTLD DNS operator since 1999.
• M-Root DNS operator since 2005.

Motivation for membership in the Caucus
From my operational experience through M-Root and .jp ccTLD DNS software, and TLD registry system operations, I'd like to make contribution on Root Server operations.

Indication of availability
I can work on RSSAC documents for about 5 hours per month, and available for caucus meetings in-person or remotely.

Formal roles and interests in the work of RSSAC
• M-Root operator
• .jp TLD operator
• SSAC member

Links where appropriate
http://jp.linkedin.com/pub/shinta-sato/56/286/a6a